Introduction
In the present world where the roads are not even where different classical traffic control techniques were implemented in which magnetic-loop sensors were buried under the road, infra-red and microwave radar sensors fixed to the road-side provide less traffic information and require separate systems for traffic monitoring. Those inductive loop detectors provided a cost-effective solution in the past; however they were subjected to extreme failure rates when installed on rough surfaces and obstruct traffic during operations. These typical infrared sensors get affected by haze and cannot be used for effective surveillance as they don"t have durance. It is aware that population of country and number of vehicles is increasing rapidly; hence there is a need of controlling vehicle traffic on the road junctions. This paper aims to depict automatic control system for traffic on busy roads. This technology provides more traffic regulation, combines both surveillance and traffic control technologies, can be easily installed, and is scalable with progress in image processing techniques. This proposal tries to evaluate the process and advantages of the use of image processing algorithms for traffic control. Implementation of this proposal will eliminate the need of traffic personnel at various junctions for regulating traffic. Thus implementation of this technology is worthful for the governance and performance improvement of road traffic. In this approach image capturing of the road traffic is configured with a web cam connected to a stepper controller and thereby each and every road is analyzed and the road traffic density is found. The road with more traffic will be given more preference and given green light and this continues. This can be modeled in MATLAB software and data is sent by serial communication to the microcontroller connected for extended regulation in real-time.
II.
Block Diagram Figure 2 
III. Image Acquistion
In this system we capture images of the road traffic of 4 roads using a web cam moving with a stepper controller each and every road is analyzed and the road traffic density is found. The traffic density is found by using many image processing algorithms and road vehicle density is found. The road with more traffic will be given more preference and given green light and a timer is given for all the roads depending on the vehicle density obtained.
IV.
Image Analysis
Image transforms:
There are several image representations in MATLAB where a gray scale image gives a 2-dimensional black and white intensity. The most preferred format for applying image processing operations is grayscale. But when we require color, an RGB color image shall be disintegrated and treated as three disjoint grayscale images. Here grayscale image is converted to binary image for a specific gray threshold of the image. In a binary image the pixels have only two values "1" for true and "0" for false.
Edge Detection
After conversion of image to binary, we have to take care of redundant objects on the road. This alteration of threshold is done by using an efficient edge operator detection algorithm [1] . There are many function specific edge detection techniques where we can apply the image enhancement. Here a Sobel edge operator is proposed to get optimal results for any conditions of the vehicles on the road. A fudge factor of 0.5 is introduced for scaling the threshold to detect the vehicles.
Object Counting by boundaries
After finding the edges the next stage is to count the number of objects as defined by the edges. By creating morphological structural elements to define boundaries to the objects and measure the vehicle density in that road. For this we need to dilate the road and then fill the gaps with color so that a correct picture of separate vehicles without connections as a complete one. Hence by finding the length of the boundaries we can find the vehicle density easily. The below figure shows image analysis done on a digitally created traffic for testing this algorithm and this is verified again on a traffic manually tested on a Styrofoam board.
Image Analysis-Input: 
VI. Conclusion
In this work the images of four roads are taken and by using Sobel Edge Detector, we have considered fudge factor of 0.5 for the Sobel operator and the maximum vehicle density is found for road-4 and corresponding lights are given preference and this work is done on software called MATLAB.
VII. Future Work
This proposed work can be further extended to operate in the busy multiple roads in metropolitan cities where traffic is very high we can implement by using high end DSP boards in real time.
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